### MEMBER COUNTRIES
- Austria
- Belgium
- Finland
- France
- Greece
- India
- Italy
- Republic of Korea
- Netherlands
- Norway
- Spain
- Sweden
- Switzerland
- United Kingdom
- United States

### PROPROJECTS AND LEAD COUNTRIES

#### ONGOING
- **Task XVI** Competitive Energy Services | AUSTRIA & FINLAND
- **Task XVII** Integration of DSM, Energy Efficiency, Distributed Generation and Renewable Energy Sources | FINLAND
- **Task XX** Branding of Energy Efficiency | INDIA
- **Task XXI** Standardisation of Energy Saving Calculations | THE NETHERLANDS
- **Task XXII** Energy Efficiency Portfolio Standards | INDIA

#### COMPLETED
- **Task I** International Database on Demand Side Management Technologies & Programmes | THE NETHERLANDS | COMPLETED
- **Task II** Communication Technologies for Demand-Side Management | UNITED KINGDOM | COMPLETED
- **Task III** Cooperative Procurement of Innovative Technologies for Demand-Side Management | SWEDEN | COMPLETED
- **Task IV** Development of Improved Methods for Integrating Demand-Side Options into Resource Planning | UNITED STATES | COMPLETED
- **Task V** Techniques for Implementation of Demand-Side Management Technology in the Marketplace | SPAIN | COMPLETED
- **Task VI** DSM and Energy Efficiency in Changing Electricity Business Environments | AUSTRALIA | COMPLETED
Task VII  International Collaboration on Market Transformation | UNITED KINGDOM | COMPLETED
Task VIII  Demand-Side Bidding in a Competitive Electricity Market | UNITED KINGDOM | COMPLETED
Task IX  The Role of Municipalities in a Liberalised System | FRANCE | COMPLETED
Task X  Performance Contracting | SWEDEN | COMPLETED
Task XI  Time of Use Pricing and Energy Use for Demand Management Delivery | UNITED KINGDOM | COMPLETED
Task XII  Energy Standards | NOT INITIATED
Task XIII  Demand Response Resources | UNITED STATES | COMPLETED
Task XIV  Market Mechanisms for White Certificates | ITALY | COMPLETED
Task XV  Network Driven DSM | AUSTRALIA | COMPLETED
Task XVIII  Demand Side Management and Climate Change | AUSTRALIA | COMPLETED
Task XIX  Micro Demand Response and Energy Saving | UNITED KINGDOM | COMPLETED

www.ieadsm.org